The qualification of the new knowledge is one of the oldest problems in experimental science. For this reason, one of Science' s priorities has been the search for experimental model, in order to produce knowledge in a more standardized way.
1
The English language dictionaires describe model as a three dimensions representation in a reduced scale; a simplified description of a system; figure to be reproduced in any material; specific design or style of a structure or convenience; exemplary person, thing or ideal; example of person or thing to be copied or imitated; person to pose or be shown; its piece or copy. In Portuguese language there are many Health area applicable definitions of model described in the dictionaires: " Figure produced in clay, wax or gypsum, destined to be reproduced in stone, marble or bronze (rubric: sculpture); three dimensional reproduction, enlarged or reduced, of any real thing, used as didactic appeal (e.g. human body parts, universe...); logical system constructed on basis of direct observation accessible data, that tries to describe and explain the linguistic system functioning, inclusively its unapproachable aspects through direct observation" . 7 " Drawing or image that represents what is being repreduced, drawn, painted or sculptured" ; " everything that serves to be imitated" . 8 " Object destined to be reproduced by imitation" ; " little scale reproduction of something that will be executed in large" ; " mold" ; " that which serves as an example or norm" . 9 And the " experimental" definition have been described in the Portuguese language dictionaires as " related to experience; founded or based on experience; empirical; only derived from experience; that uses experimentation (research, study, method, ...)" . " Related to experience; experimental" . " Experience (from latin " experientia" , from the verb " experiri" , " experiment" ), as " act or effect of experimenting; experiment" ; " life practice" ; " proof, demonstration, attempt, assay" .
Independently of area and several definitions, the meaning of " Experimental Model" , which expresses its functional and descriptive form, remains being the 1973 Stachowiak' s, which is the heuristic model, that is, which defines as any example that uses the analytical method for research and hypothesis inquiry.
